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Figure 1. Samples generated in a single step by SwiftBrush. Our distillation method can produce images of high-fidelity roughly 20 times
faster compared to Stable Diffusion.

Abstract

Despite their ability to generate high-resolution and
diverse images from text prompts, text-to-image diffusion
models often suffer from slow iterative sampling processes.
Model distillation is one of the most effective directions
to accelerate these models. However, previous distillation
methods fail to retain the generation quality while requir-

ing a significant amount of images for training, either from
real data or synthetically generated by the teacher model.
In response to this limitation, we present a novel image-free
distillation scheme named SwiftBrush. Drawing inspira-
tion from text-to-3D synthesis, in which a 3D neural radi-
ance field that aligns with the input prompt can be obtained
from a 2D text-to-image diffusion prior via a specialized
loss without the use of any 3D data ground-truth, our ap-
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proach re-purposes that same loss for distilling a pretrained
multi-step text-to-image model to a student network that can
generate high-fidelity images with just a single inference
step. In spite of its simplicity, our model stands as one of
the first one-step text-to-image generators that can produce
images of comparable quality to Stable Diffusion without
reliance on any training image data. Remarkably, Swift-
Brush achieves an FID score of 16.67 and a CLIP score
of 0.29 on the COCO-30K benchmark, achieving competi-
tive results or even substantially surpassing existing state-
of-the-art distillation techniques.

1. Introduction
Diffusion models are gaining significant attention from the
research community as they have achieved remarkable re-
sults in various generative tasks, including image genera-
tion [10, 26, 40, 41], video synthesis [11], 3D modeling
[3, 28, 46], audio generation [16], and text creation [7, 17].
Especially, text-to-image diffusion models, which combine
the power of language models and high-quality diffusion
models [32, 36, 43], have revolutionized the way that peo-
ple create visual content based on textual descriptions. Syn-
thetic images indistinguishable from real photos are now
possible with only a few clicks. Additionally, with tech-
niques like ControlNet [49] or DreamBooth [35], extra con-
trol to the generation outputs can be made to further boost
the expressiveness of the text-to-image models and bring
them closer to mass users. However, despite their impres-
sive success, these models exhibit a noteworthy drawback
of slow inference speed. The primary reason for this lies in
the iterative nature of their sampling, presenting significant
challenges for deployment on consumer devices.

Several approaches have been proposed to improve the
inference speed of diffusion-based text-to-image genera-
tion. However, the most effective direction is time-step
distillation, which aims to reduce the number of sampling
steps of the diffusion model with the network backbone
unchanged and minimum reduction in generation quality.
Starting from the pioneering work [37], more advanced and
effective distillation methods have been proposed, and a few
recent ones could train efficient student networks that only
require one forward step to synthesize images from input
captions. In this work, we are interested in the distillation-
based approach for one-step text-to-image generation. Par-
ticularly, Meng et al. [25] employ a two-stage distillation
, where the student tries to first match its output with the
classifier-free guided output of the teacher and then boot-
strap itself to reduce the inference steps gradually. Such a
method is complex and time-consuming, requiring at least
108 A100 GPU days [20]. Based on the work of Song et
al. [42], Latent Consistency Model (LCM) [23] enforces
the consistency of all points on the ODE trajectory in the

latent space of Stable Diffusion (SD) [43] and unlike [25],
they directly combine the two distillation stages into one.
Although both Guided Distillation and LCM significantly
reduce the number of inference steps to 2 or 4, their 1-step
inference yields blurry and unsatisfying results. More so-
phisticated, Instaflow [20] proposes a technique called “re-
flow” to straighten the sampling trajectory of the teacher
before distilling. While their proposed techniques proven
to be superior to the original diffusion framework in one-
step text-to-image distillation, InstaFlow requires an expen-
sive 4-stage training schedule. Also, it is noteworthy that
the effectiveness of these methods relies heavily on a large
number of text-image pairs, which is not always the case
due to the limited accessibility of such data.

In this work, we aim to develop a novel distillation
method for one-step text-to-image generation with higher
quality and a more approachable training process charac-
terized by an image-free and straightforward mechanism.
Building upon the recent advancements in text-to-3D tech-
niques, our work takes inspiration from their ability to gen-
erate high-quality 3D Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) with-
out utilizing 3D ground truth data. Such a remarkable
achievement is facilitated by employing a powerful pre-
trained 2D text-to-image model to assess whether the image
rendered from NeRF is realistic or not, akin to the discrim-
inator in GANs. This observation underpins the motivation
for our SwiftBrush approach, as we recognize that these
principles can be innovatively adapted for text-to-image
generation making image supervision unnecessary. Swift-
Brush, therefore, emerges as a conceptually novel one-step
text-to-image distillation process, uniquely capable of oper-
ating without 2D image supervision. This strategic adapta-
tion not only opens up a change of view in the distillation of
text-to-image diffusion models into a single-step generators
but also points out the potential of blending principles from
text-to-3D to text-to-image synthesis.

As a result, our method has successfully enabled the
generation of high-quality images with remarkable de-
tails. Quantitatively, our one-step model achieves promis-
ing zero-shot results, 16.6 for the FID score and 0.29 for
the CLIP score on the MS COCO 2014 dataset (30K im-
ages). Notably, this is the first time a distilled one-step
model outperforms the previous approaches without a sin-
gle image used for training. A demonstration of generated
images from our distilled model is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Related Work

Text-to-Image Generation. Previously, text-to-image
models relied on GANs and focused on only small-scale
object-centric domains such as flowers and birds [33, 48].
Recently, these types of systems have advanced rapidly with
the availability of web-scale datasets of text-image pairs
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such as LAION5B [39], large language models such as
T5 [30], and large vision-language models such as CLIP
[29]. DALL-E [31] was the first autoregressive model to
demonstrate a remarkable zero-shot ability in creating im-
ages from text captions by simply scaling up both the net-
work and dataset size. Following that, a plethora of meth-
ods have been used for text-to-image generation, includ-
ing masked generative transformers [4], GAN-based, and
diffusion models. Based on Latent Diffusion Model [34],
Stable Diffusion is an open-source diffusion-based genera-
tor that has gained widespread popularity among artists as
well as researchers. Recently, text-to-image GANs are re-
ceiving attention again with notable work like StyleGAN-T
[38], or GigaGAN [14]. While they are extremely fast as
no iterative sampling is required, they lacks behind diffu-
sion models in terms of scalability and realism due to the
fact that they suffer from instability and the infamous issue
“mode collapse”. To the best of our knowledge, so far only
two above-mentioned work succeeded in applying GANs
for text-to-image using tons of intricate techniques and aux-
iliary modules. Conversely, diffusion models can be eas-
ily scale up to generate high-quality and sharp samples, yet
they require lengthy sampling process. Here, our objective
is to create a large-scale generative model that combines the
speed of GANs with the quality of diffusion models.

Text-to-3D Generation. Instead of learning a generative
model directly from 3D supervision, many research works
have utilized the rich knowledge of 2D prior for 3D genera-
tion tasks. For instance, one of the earliest works, Dream
Fields [13], leverages CLIP [29] to guide the generated
images so that rendered images from many camera views
highly align with the text caption. On the other hand, pi-
oneer works like DreamFusion [28] and Score Jacobian
Chaining [44] (SJC) propose two different but equivalent
frameworks where a 2D text-to-image generative prior is
used to generate 3D objects from textual descriptions. Sub-
sequent works seek to improve these text-to-3D methods in
various ways. Among them, Magic3D [18] and Prolific-
Dreamer [45] are two remarkable works that effectively en-
hance the generation quality of 3D assets. Magic3D con-
sists of two stages where they first obtain a low-resolution
3D representation via a DreamFusion-style optimization
and then refine its texture to get the final high-fidelity 3D
mesh. Meanwhile, ProlificDreamer proposes Variational
Score Distillation (VSD) involving a secondary teacher to
bridge the gap between the teacher and the 3D NeRF. In-
fluenced by the latter work, our method adapts the same
technique for one-step text-to-image generation. Similarly,
Score GAN [6] and Diff-Instruct [24] use a VSD-like loss to
distill a pretrained diffusion model to a one-step generator.

Knowledge Distillation introduced by Hinton et al. [9] is
one of the methods falling under the umbrella of transfer

learning. This algorithm draws its main inspiration from
the human learning process, where knowledge is conveyed
from a more knowledgeable teacher to a less knowledge-
able student. In the context of diffusion models, works
have been proposed for faster sampling of student models
from a pre-trained diffusion teacher. The most straightfor-
ward approach involves direct distillation [22], wherein a
student model is supervised from the teacher’s output af-
ter sampling for 50-1000 steps, which can be prohibitive.
Recent work [37, 42] avoids the lengthy sampling during
distillation by various bootstrapping methods. Afterward,
a series of methods [20, 23, 25] adapt these methods into
text-to-image settings and inherit their limitation of being
image-dependent in training. In contrast, a concurrent work
[8] learns a time-conditioned model to predict the outcome
of the teacher at any given time step, all without the need
for image supervision. Likewise, our approach is similarly
image-free yet achieves significantly better results and of-
fers a much simpler distillation design.

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Preliminary

Diffusion Models consist of two processes: a forward pro-
cess that gradually adds noise and another reverse process
to predict the distribution of gradually denoised data points.
The forward process incrementally introduces noise to an
initial data point x0, drawn from the distribution q0(x0), re-
sulting in qt(xt|x0) = N (αtx0, σ

2
t I), where {(αt, σt)}Tt=1

is the noise schedule. The data point xt at each time-step t
is drawn from qt(xt|x0) using a noise ϵ ∼ N (0, I):

xt = αtx0 + σtϵ. (1)

After T time steps, the final data point is expected to be pure
Gaussian noise xT ∼ N (0, I).

Conversely, the backward process starts from xT ∼
N (0, I) and iteratively denoises for T steps where at each
step t, noisy variable xt+1 is converted to less-noisy vari-
able xt, guided by a model ϵψ that predicts the noise ϵ in
Eq. (1). The network weights ψ are trained by minimizing:

Luncond(ψ) = Et,ϵ∈N (0,1)∥ϵψ(xt, t)− ϵ∥22 (2)

where t is uniformly samples within {1, . . . , T}.
While common diffusion models operate in the pixel

space, Latent Diffusion Models (LDMs)[34] model the dif-
fusion process in the latent space of a pre-trained regular-
ized autoencoder, which features representations of smaller
size, thus enhancing both training and inference efficiency.

Text-to-Image Diffusion Models. In contrast to uncondi-
tional diffusion models that generate outputs freely, text-
conditioned diffusion models steer the sampling process us-
ing an extra prompt y. This guides the model to produce
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outputs that are not only photorealistic but also closely ad-
here to the provided text description. The objective to train
such models is formulated as follows:

Ldiff (ψ) = Et,y,ϵ∈N (0,1)∥ϵψ(xt, t, y)− ϵ∥22 (3)

which is slightly different from the unconditional diffusion
loss Eq. (2). Due to the prompt conditioning, the model can
deliver more controllable generation compared to its uncon-
ditional counterparts. Nevertheless, the implementations of
many leading methods [1, 32, 36] remain inaccessible to the
public. Stable Diffusion, which primarily utilizes the LDM
framework, stands out as the first openly available large-
scale model, significantly propelling text-to-image synthe-
sis’s widespread adoption and versatility.

Score Distillation Sampling (SDS) is a distillation tech-
nique effectively applied in generating 3D assets [18, 28,
44]. It utilizes a pre-trained text-to-image diffusion model,
which predicts diffusion noise from text condition y, de-
noted as ϵψ(xt, t, y). The method optimizes a single 3D
NeRF, parameterized by θ, to align with a given text prompt.
Given camera parameters c, a differentiable rendering func-
tion g(·, c) is used to render an image at the camera view c
from the 3D NeRF. Here, the rendered image g(θ, c) is uti-
lized to optimize the weight θ through a loss function whose
gradient can be approximated by:

∇θLSDS = Et,ϵ,c
[
w(t)(ϵψ(xt, t, y)− ϵ)

∂g(θ, c)

∂θ

]
(4)

where t ∼ U(0.02T, 0.98T ), T is the maximum timesteps
of the diffusion model, ϵ ∼ N (0, I), xt = αtg(θ, c) + σtϵ,
y is the input text, and w(t) is a weighting function

Despite the advancements in text-to-3D synthesis, em-
pirical studies [28, 44] indicate that SDS often encounters
issues like over-saturation, over-smoothing, and reduced
diversity. The same degradations can be observed if we
naively apply SDS in our framework, as shown in Sec. 4.3.

Variational Score Distillation (VSD) is introduced in Pro-
lificDreamer [45] to address previously mentioned issues of
SDS by modifying the loss slightly:

∇θLV SD = Et,ϵ,c[w(t)(ϵψ(xt, t, y)

− ϵϕ(xt, t, y, c))
∂g(θ, c)

∂θ
]

(5)

Again, xt = αtg(θ, c) + σtϵ is the noisy observation of the
rendered image at camera view c. VSD sets itself apart from
SDS by introducing an additional score function tailored to
the images rendered from the 3D NeRF at the camera pose
c. This score is derived by fine-tuning a diffusion model
ϵϕ(xt, t, y, c) with the diffusion loss described below:

min
ϵϕ

Et,c,ϵ∥ϵϕ(xt, t, y, c)− ϵ∥22 (6)

As proposed in ProlificDreamer, ϵϕ is parameterized by
Low-Rank Adaption [12] (LoRA) and initialized from the
pre-trained diffusion model ϵψ with some added layers for
conditioning the camera view c. Note that at each itera-
tion i of the optimization process, ϵϕ needs to adapt with
the current distribution of θ. Therefore, ProlificDreamer
interleaves between finetuning ϵϕ and optimizing θ. With
these algorithmic enhancements, ProlificDreamer has sig-
nificantly advanced its capabilities, enabling the generation
of NeRFs and the creation of exceptional textured meshes.
Such improvement directly inspires us to adapt VSD to the
task of one-step text-to-image diffusion-based distillation.

3.2. SwiftBrush

Motivation. While SDS and VSD are designed explicitly
for the text-to-3D generation task, they loosely connect to
that goal via the rendered image g(θ, c) of the 3D NeRF.
As a matter of fact, instead of using NeRF rendering, we
can replace it with any function that outputs 2D images to
suit our needs. Inspired by this motivation, we propose to
substitute the NeRF rendering g(θ, c) with a text-to-image
generator that can directly synthesize a text-guided image
in one step, effectively converting the text-to-3D generation
training into one-step diffusion model distillation.

Design Space. We adopt the same approach as Prolific-
Dreamer [45], with modifications to the design space to suit
our task better. To begin with, we make use of two teacher
models: a pretrained text-to-image teacher ϵψ and one addi-
tional LoRA teacher ϵϕ. Also, we remove the conditioning
on camera view c from the LoRA teacher as it is unnec-
essary in our case, and we use classifier-free guidance for
both teachers. Then, we replace the NeRF, which is over-
fitted for a specific user-provided prompt in a text-to-3D
setting, with a generalized one-step text-to-image student
model fθ(z, y). Our student model fθ takes a random Gaus-
sian noise z and a text prompt y as inputs. Both the LoRA
teacher and student model are initialized with the weight of
the text-to-image teacher. Next, we train both the student
model and the LoRA teacher alternately using Eq. (5) and
Eq. (6) while freezing the text-to-image teacher. A pseudo-
code and system figure can be viewed in Alg. 1 and Fig. 2.

Student Parameterization. Given a pretrained text-to-
image diffusion model ϵθ, it is possible to directly use its
output for the student model, i.e., fθ(z, y) = ϵθ(z, T, y),
where T is the maximum timestep of the pretrained model.
However, in our case, the pretrained model of choice is Sta-
ble Diffusion, which is inherently designed to predict the
added noise ϵ. In contrast, our objective is to refine the
student model so that it predicts a clean and noise-free x0.
Therefore, such a naive method results in a large domain
gap between what we want the student to learn and the out-
put of the student. For the sake of easy training, we empiri-
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Algorithm 1 SwiftBrush Distillation

1: Require: a pretrained text-to-image teacher ϵψ , a
LoRA teacher ϵϕ, a student model fθ, two learning rates
η1 and η2, a weighting function ω, a prompts dataset
Y , the maximum number of time steps T and the noise
schedule {(αt, σt)}Tt=1 of the teacher model

2: Initialize: ϕ← ψ, θ ← ψ
3: while not converged do
4: Sample input noise z ∼ N (0, I)
5: Sample text caption input y ∼ Y
6: Compute student output x̂0 = fθ(z, y)
7: Sample timestep t ∼ U(0.02T, 0.98T )
8: Sample added noise ϵ ∼ N (0, I)
9: Compute noisy sample x̂t = αtx̂0 + σtϵ

10: θ ← θ − η1
[
ω(t) (ϵψ(x̂t, t, y)− ϵϕ(x̂t, t, y)) ∂x̂0

∂θ

]
11: Sample timestep t′ ∼ U(0, T )
12: Sample added noise ϵ′ ∼ N (0, I)
13: Compute noisy sample x̂t′ = αt′ x̂0 + σt′ϵ

′

14: ϕ← ϕ− η2∇ϕ∥ϵϕ(x̂t′ , t′, y)− ϵ′∥2
15: end while
16: return trained student model fθ

cally re-parameterize the student output as follows:

fθ(z, y) =
z − σT ϵθ(z, T, y)

αT

which is a realization of Eq. (1) if we set t = T , xt = z,
ϵ ≈ ϵθ(z, T, y) and x0 ≈ fθ(z, y). So basically, this re-
parameterization transforms the noise-prediction output of
the pretrained model into the “predicted x0” form, which is
empirically demonstrated in Sec. 4.3 to be helpful for the
student model to learn.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

Evaluation Metrics. We conduct our evaluation process
by assessing the performance of SwiftBrush against sev-
eral well-established methods, such as Guided Distillation
[25], Instaflow [20], LCM [23], and BOOT [8], across
two zero-shot text-to-image benchmarks: COCO 2014 [19]
and Human Preference Score v2 [47] (HPSv2). On the
COCO 2014, we follow the conventional evaluation pro-
tocol [14, 34, 36, 38], computing FID and CLIP score on
a 30K subset of its validation set as our primary metrics.
Here, we use ViT-G/14 as the backbone for evaluating CLIP
scores. In the case of HPSv2, we adopt their evaluation pro-
cedure to assess text-image alignment across four different
aspects: anime, concept-art, paintings, and photos.

Experiment Protocols. In these experiments, we rely on
Stable Diffusion v2.1 [43] for our two teacher models, and

whenever possible, we directly utilize the reported values
from other research. As for InstaFlow and LCM, we use
the their provided pretrained models to generate images for
evaluation. Conversely, we are compelled to re-implement
BOOT since they did not provide any metrics for their
text-to-image models, and their codebase remains entirely
closed.

Implementation Details. Similar to prior research, we use
student models with the same architectures as those of the
teachers and initialize all of the student parameters with the
teacher model. During training, a guidance scale of 4.5 is
used for both teachers. For the LoRA teacher model, we ap-
ply a learning rate of 1e-3, a LoRA rank of 64, and an alpha
value of 108. Meanwhile, the student model’s learning rate
is set at 1e-6 with exponential moving average (EMA) used
every iteration. Adam optimizer [15] and a batch size of 64
(16 per GPU) are used to train both the student and LoRA
teacher for around 65K iterations. Thanks to the image-free
nature of SwiftBrush, we do not require access to any image
training set, and only the prompts are needed to distill the
generator. Here, we utilize 4M captions from the large-scale
text-image dataset JourneyDB [27], which we subsequently
deduplicated to 2M. Regarding BOOT, we closely follow
their implementation guidelines to the best of our abilities
and train the student model until its convergence, except
that we use Stable Diffusion v2.1 instead of DeepFloyd IF
[5] as the teacher. Here, its blurry results (Fig. 4) compared
to the original work could be due to the different teacher.

4.2. Results

Quantitative Results. We first evaluate the proposed
method on standard text-to-image generation benchmarks.
The quantitative comparison with the previous distillation,
both image-dependent and image-free, and the original Sta-
ble Diffusion teacher is shown in Tab. 1. Despite being
trained with only text captions, SwiftBrush significantly im-
proves the quality of 1-step inference and achieves better
photo-realism as well as text-image alignment against other
methods, with exceptions of InstaFlow and Stable Diffu-
sion (25 sampling steps) in FID score. However, it is worth
noting that Instaflow is so complex, requiring a 4-stage dis-
tillation process, while ours is end-to-end and straightfor-
ward. We further conduct a quantitative evaluation with
the HPSv2 score, a metric trained to capture human prefer-
ence. Again, we obtain the best score in all aspects among
all mentioned works, which is only a slight degradation
compared to the original Stable Diffusion teacher (Tab. 2).
Moreover, according to the anonymous survey carried out
by us (Fig. 3), our method outperforms Instaflow in terms
of image fidelity and text-to-image accuracy.

Qualitative Results. We report the visual comparison be-
tween our method and the mentioned baseline methods
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Text-to-Image
Teacher

Student

“A DSLR photo of dog 
wearing red sunglasses 
at the beach”

LoRA
Teacher

Backpropagation

add noise ε’

add noise ε

L diff

L VSD

Backpropagation

Figure 2. SwiftBrush overview. Our system allows training a one-step text-to-image student network from a frozen pretrained teacher
with the help of an additional trainable LORA teacher. The student network takes inputs a text prompt and random noise. The output of
the student is then added noise and sent to two teachers, alongside the prompt and a randomly drawn timestep, to compute the gradient of
VSD loss, which backpropagates back to the student. Apart from that, the LoRA teacher is also updated using diffusion loss. Similar to
ProlificDreamer [45], we update the LoRA teacher (green flow) and the student (red flow) alternatively.

0 20 40 60 80 100
Percentage

Fidelity

Accuracy Metrics
Ours
Tie
InstaFlow

Figure 3. User Study. We ask 400 users to compare the gener-
ated images of InstaFlow and our method using 30 random text
prompts. We report the rate at which each method is selected as
better for image quality and text-to-image accuracy.

for the one-step text-to-image generation task. As seen in
Fig. 4, LCM outputs blurry and over-smoothed images in
the 1-step regime. BOOT faithfully produces images that
match well with the text caption, but its results still fall short
in terms of fidelity. In contrast, a much better quality can
be observed in the image produced by Instaflow and Swift-
Brush. InstaFlow, nevertheless, cannot handle complex or
unusual input prompts properly, which can be noticed in the
third and fifth images at the third column of Fig. 4. On top
of that, it occasionally produces non-realistic results even
for simple prompts like in Fig. 4 at the fourth image of the
third column. When, in fact, the outputs generated by Swift-
Brush are not only of exceptional quality but also exhibit
a remarkable alignment between text descriptions and the
corresponding images. Moreover, our results are compara-
ble with those sampled from Stable Diffusion with 25 steps;
whereas it is understandable that with only one step, Stable
Diffusion cannot create outputs of good quality.

4.3. Analysis

The importance of LoRA teacher. In Fig. 6, the impor-
tance of including the LoRA teacher in the training process
is clearly highlighted. We compare the student outputs sam-
pled with different input noises after 10K iteration when us-

Method Steps FID-30K ↓ CLIP-30K ↑
Guided Distillation† 1 37.3 0.27
LCM† 1 35.56 0.24
Instaflow 1 13.10† 0.28§

BOOT‡ 1 48.20 0.26
Ours 1 16.67 0.29
SD 2.1∗ 25 13.45 0.30
SD 2.1∗ 1 202.14 0.08

Table 1. Comparison of our method against other works based
on FID metric and CLIP score on the COCO 2014 dataset. †

means that we obtain the numbers from the corresponding pa-
pers. § means that we obtain the numbers using the provided pre-
trained models of the corresponding papers. ‡ means that we re-
implement the work and report the numbers. ∗ means that we
report the number using the pretrained models. We use DPM-
Solver [21] with guidance scale 7.5 to sample for SD. Bold and
underlined numbers are best and second best for one-step models.

Models Human Preference Score v2 ↑
Anime Photo Concept Art Paintings

LCM† 22.61 22.71 22.74 22.91
InstaFlow† 25.98 26.32 25.79 25.93
BOOT‡ 25.29 25.16 24.40 24.61
Ours 26.91 27.21 26.32 26.37
SD 2.1∗ 27.48 26.89 26.86 27.46

Table 2. Comparison of our method against other works based on
HPSv2 score in 1-step regime. † means that we obtain the score
using the provided pretrained models of the corresponding papers.
‡ means that we re-implement the work and report the score by
ourselves. ∗ means that we obtain the score from [47]. Bold and
underlined numbers are best and second best, respectively.

ing the same text prompts. With the guidance of the LoRA
teacher, the student progressively learns to create realistic
images (1st column). In contrast, in the absence of an ef-
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“A poodle wearing a baseball 
cap and holding a dictionary 
in hand”

“A hyperrealistic photo of 
fox astronaut, perfect 
face, artstation”

“A photo of one ice cream ball 
in a luxurious plate, bokeh”

“A DSLR photo of a cat 
jumping over a fence, high-res”

“A blue Porsche 356 parked in 
front of a brick wall”

“A photograph of an 
astronaut riding a horse”

LCM BOOT InstaFlow Ours SD* SD†

Figure 4. Sample images generated by LCM, BOOT, Instaflow, Ours, SD with 25 sampling steps (SD∗) and SD with 1 sampling step
(SD†). Images at the same row are sampled from the same text prompt, while images at the same column are from the same model. We
use DPM-Solver [21] with guidance scale 7.5 to sample for Stable Diffusion

fective LoRA teacher, the student’s early training outputs,
despite being highly aligned with the text prompt, are overly
saturated and unrealistic (2nd column). These results indi-
cate a fundamental breakdown in the student model’s ability
to mimic the teacher model’s distribution, as can be further
demonstrated based on the flat red curve in both FID and
CLIP score in Fig. 5 (a) and (b).

In addition, even when employing the LoRA teacher, it
is crucial to use a sufficiently large rank in the LoRA weight
for stable distillation of the student model. Without this, the
model tends to undergo severe mode collapse despite ini-
tially producing reasonably good results. The green curves
in Fig. 5 clearly illustrate that, while the FID score of a stu-
dent model with a 4-rank LoRA weight initially decreases,
it deteriorates starting from 8K steps, resulting in lousy im-
ages in Fig. 6 (3rd column). Additionally, the correspond-

ing CLIP score behaves similarly where there is a slight rise
before it worsens in the end. Besides, we also provide extra
visuals for this ablative study in Sec. 7.

The importance of student parameterization. Apart from
the LoRA teacher, the re-parameterization of the student
(Sec. 3) also plays an important role in the SwiftBrush train-
ing. Without it, the student is unable to to create realistic
images and it only produces noisy results, as can be noticed
from the 4th column of Fig. 6. This can be further backed
up by the orange curve in both FID and CLIP score in Fig. 5
(a) and (b), where student without re-parameterization per-
form consistently worst among all configurations.

Interpolating Latent. We conduct a controlled experiment
where the noise input z remains the same while varying
the input prompt y (Fig. 7). Interestingly, the SwiftBrush-
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Figure 5. Ablation study on the impact of the LoRA teacher as well as the student parameterization. We train all four configurations with
same hyperparameters described in Sec. 4 but only with 10K iterations to observe their training dynamics at the early phase. Then, we
evaluate FID and CLIP score on COCO 2014 but with only a 5K subset of images. Here, Full means all of our proposed techniques are
used. No Parameterization means we exclude the re-parameterization trick. Small-Rank LoRA means we use only 4-rank LoRA teacher.
SDS means we remove the LoRA teacher and use only SDS loss.

Full SDS Small-Rank LoRA No Parameterization

Figure 6. Visual results of the ablative study, where the first two
rows are generated with the input prompt “An oil painting of a
train“, whereas the remaining two are sampled from “An DSLR
photo of a tiger in the city“.

distilled student seemingly features enhanced control and
editability compared to the teacher model due to its one-
step nature. Additionally, we present further results of latent
space interpolation in Sec. 7. In this process, the student
model, distilled from the Stable Diffusion teacher, demon-
strates a seamless transition in its image generation.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

Conclusion. In this work, we have introduced a new image-
free distillation scheme, SwiftBrush, which leverages in-
sights from text-to-3D synthesis to speed up text-to-image
generation. Empirically, the results presented in this pa-
per demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in making
text-to-image generation more efficient and accessible. We
hope our work will encourage broader use of text-to-image
generation systems by greatly lowering the inference cost.

Discussion. SwiftBrush inevitably produces lower qual-
ity samples compared to the teacher which utilizes multi-

Figure 7. Results of interpolating the input prompts. The prompts
used here are selected from a standard template: ‘A DSLR photo
of a {animal} {action}’. Here, ‘animal’ is one of following: owl,
raccoon, cat, or panda, while ‘action’ is one of following: reading
a book, drinking a latte or eating a pizza.

step sampling for inference. Another drawback is that the
current design only focuses on single-step student model
and cannot support few-step generation as did in Luo et
al. [23] to improve image fidelity. In future work, we aim
to investigate the feasibility of extending SwiftBrush to a
few-step generation so that we can trade computation for
quality. Furthermore, we also find it compelling to explore
SwiftBrush-like training where only one teacher is required.
Such an exploration could provide tremendous benefits in
scenarios where the computational resource for training is
limited. Finally, it is intriguing to see if techniques such
as DreamBooth [35], ControlNet [49] or InstructPix2Pix[2]
can be integrated with SwiftBrush, allowing instant genera-
tion of various applications.
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SwiftBrush : One-Step Text-to-Image Diffusion Model
with Variational Score Distillation

Supplementary Material

6. Additional Details

Training Cost. When training our model on a single A100
40GB GPU, we can use a batch size of up to 16 and ap-
proximately 15, 825 training iterations per day. Specifically,
we train the model with 65, 000 gradient updates. There-
fore, distilling Stable Diffusion using SwiftBrush requires
65, 000/15, 825 ≈ 4.11 A100 GPU days. Additionally,
even though the original BOOT requires 500, 000 iterations
to be fully trained as reported in [8], our re-implementation
only needs about 100, 000 to converge, which takes approx-
imately 100, 000/18, 000 ≈ 5.56 A100 GPU day with a
batch size of 16 per GPU.

Inference Speed. Next, we measure the inference time of
our method using a batch size of 1 on an A100 40GB GPU.
The inference time of one-step UNet to generate the latent
from random noise is 25 ms, while those of text encoder
and VAE are 80 ms and 5 ms, respectively. Consequently,
the total inference time of SwiftBrush is 25+80+5 = 110
ms. Furthermore, the speed of the text encoder and VAE
in BOOT are the same as ours; however, there is a small
overhead in the UNet (30ms) as additional layers are used.
Therefore, the total inference time for BOOT is 115ms.

Memory Requirement. Furthermore, we evaluate Swift-
Brush’s memory consumption during both training (with a
batch size of 16) and inference (with a batch size of 1) on
an A100 GPU. Since our approach involves training only
a student and an additional low-rank LoRA weight for our
LoRA teacher, it maintains a minimal memory footprint.

Compare with Others. We also sum up inference speed,
training time and memory requirements of existing methods
and ours in Tab. 3. In terms of training costs, Guided Dis-
tillation and InstaFlow [20] require a considerable amount
of training time, limiting their practical use. Conversely,
LCM converges quickly but produces poor-quality images
with one-step inference. Our method, however, offers both
efficiency and high-quality output.

7. Additional Visual Results

Uncurated Samples. We display uncurated images condi-
tioned on 25 random text prompts*. The images generated
by various models are presented in Fig. 8, 9, 10 and 11 for
a better visual comparison between our model and others.

*https://thuanz123.github.io/swiftbrush/assets/prompts.txt

Method
Training Inference

Time (GPU days) Memory (GB) Time (ms) Memory (GB)

Guided Distillation 108.8† - - -
LCM 1.3† 33.6∗ 118∗ 11.3∗

InstaFlow 199.2† - 116∗ 12.3∗

BOOT‡ 5.6 30.2 115 8.3
Ours 4.1 26.4 110 8.2

Table 3. Comparison of our method against other works on in-
ference and training time/memory. † means that we obtain the
numbers from the corresponding papers. ∗ means that we obtain
the numbers using the official code of the corresponding papers.
‡ means that we re-implement the work and report the numbers.
The units for inference speed, training time and memory usage are
miliseconds, A100 GPU days and gigabytes, respectively.

Additional Visuals of Analysis. To further back up our
claim in Sec. 4.3, we provide some uncurated samples us-
ing the text prompt “An DSLR photo of a tiger in the city“.
The images generated by four configurations at every 2000
iterations are presented in Fig. 14 for a better visual com-
parison of each component’s importance in our proposed
method across different training stages.

Additional Visuals of Interpolation. Apart from investi-
gating the role of each component in SwiftBrush, we also
explore its properties when interpolating text prompt con-
dition y (Fig. 12) or noise input z (Fig. 13). It is evident
that our model generates a seamless transition in the output,
showcasing excellent editability and controllability.

8. Additional Quantitative Results
We run SwiftBrush on CIFAR-10 32 × 32 and class-
conditional ImageNet 64 × 64 benchmarks using EDM
teacher models and compare it with Progressive Distillation
(PD) and Consistency Distillation (CD), either using L2 or
LPIPS loss, in Tab. 4. SwiftBrush is on par with CD-LPIPS
and it significantly outperforms the others.

Method Steps CIFAR-10 32× 32 ImageNet 64× 64
PD 1 8.34 15.39
CD - L2 1 7.90 12.10
CD - LPIPS 1 3.55 6.20
Ours 1 4.46 5.85
EDM 35 1.97 -
EDM 79 - 2.44

Table 4. Comparison of our method against other works in FID on
CIFAR-10 (32× 32) and ImageNet (64× 64) benchmarks.
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Figure 8. Uncurated samples from one-step SwiftBrush.
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Figure 9. Uncurated samples from one-step InstaFlow. We use their provided pretrained model to generate.
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Figure 10. Uncurated samples from one-step BOOT. We re-implement and generate the images by ourselves.
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Figure 11. Uncurated samples from one-step LCM. We use their provided pretrained model to generate.
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Dog Cat

Figure 12. Results of interpolating the input prompt. The prompts used here are selected from a standard template: “A DSLR photo of a
{animal} reading a book”. Here, ‘animal’ is dog or cat and we interpolate the text embedding using linear interpolation (Lerp). Same
noise input z is used for images at each row.
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Figure 13. Results of interpolating the noise input. The prompts used here are selected from a standard template: “A DSLR photo of a
{animal} reading a book”. Here, ‘animal’ is dog, cat, owl or racoon and we interpolate the noise input using spherical linear interpolation
(Slerp). Same text input y is used for images at each row.
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Figure 14. Visual results of the ablative study, where the all images are generated with the input prompt “An DSLR photo of a tiger in
the city“. Images at same column are generated at the same iteration of training, whereas those at same row are generated using the same
configuration. Here, (1) means “Full”, (2) means “SDS”, (3) means “Small-Rank LoRA” and (4) means “No Parameterization”.
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